Partner Search Form
Identification of the applicant
Elementary School Braća RadićPakrac

Name of the organisation
Registered address (street, city, country)

Bolnička 55, Pakrac, Croatia
tel +385 34 411277

Telephone / Fax
fax +385 34 511021
Website of the organisation

http://os‐brace‐radica‐pakrac.skole.hr/

Name of the contact person

Krešimir Hihlik, Sanja Delač
hihlik@gmail.com

Email/Telephone of the contact person

ured@os‐brace‐radica‐pakrac.skole.hr
+385 34 411277

Short presentation of your organisation (key
activities, experience)

Our school is located in a small town Pakrac,
PozegaSlavonia County, Croatia. There are about
680 students aged 615. We carried out some school
projects in cooperation with our local community.
Some of the activities that students and teachers do
you can see at our website. This is the first time we
try to accomplish international cooperation. We would
like to exchange ideas and experiences in order to
improve students’ integration process into the new
environment.

Description of the project
Action, Measure in the framework of „Europe
for Citizens” Programme
Timetable of the project

Short description of the project, including its
aims

2.1. Town twinning
1/9/2016‐ 31/3/2017
The project is aimed at elementary school students
immigrants and their better integration into new
environment. Participants in project will have
opportunity to connect with schools and organizations
who have met with problem of including immigrant
students, as well as their families, in new
environment.
Main goal is to see how both sides react to
immigration  how is it to be immigrant and how is it
to receive immigrants. Open dialog should thrive to
better understanding and communication, as well as
integration.

Participants will be immigrant students, their parents
and their teachers, as well as classmates of students
immigrants and their parents.
Activities include: main meeting at our town and
preparation for this meeting.
Each participant community will make electronic
media greeting card as preparation and pre
acquaintance of participants. This will be an
opportunity for participants to get to know language
and cultural markings of each participant’s
community.
Main activity will be a meeting held at town of Pakrac.
During the meeting, participants will join different
workshops  for parents, teachers and students.
Workshops will be organized in such a manner that
participants can share their experiences, positive and
negative, while meeting immigrants or while being
one. Locals can attend workshops as well. Workshop
for students should be organized in form of games for
developing cooperative skills.
The longterm outcome of workshops will be better
mutual understanding of all included participants.
Conclusions will be published in form of manifest and
digital documentary made by students participants.
Our role in project is making greeting card from our
community and organizing workshops and everything
what is needed during the meeting.
The role of partner organization is to make greeting
cards from their community and organizing a group of
students, parents and teachers who are willing to
participate in workshops. Expected number of guest
participants is up to 35.
All expenses should be paid from project funds. All
organizations are welcome to join (schools, culture
centers, cities, NGOs, …).
We are open to suggestions for improving and
expanding activities, so we can have better
cooperation and better fulfilment of project goals.
We are looking forward to hearing from and
cooperating with you.

Role of the partner organisation in the
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Comments from the applicant
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